In this paper we examine a variant of the voter model on a dynamically changing network where agents have the option of changing their friends rather than changing their opinions. We analyse, in the context of dense random graphs, two models considered in Durrett et. al. [2] . When an edge with two agents holding different opinion is updated, with probability β n , one agent performs a voter model step and changes its opinion to copy the other, and with probability 1 − β n , the edge between them is broken and reconnected to a new agent chosen randomly from (i) the whole network (rewireto-random model) or, (ii) the agents having the same opinion (rewire-to-same model). We rigorously establish in both the models, the time for this dynamics to terminate exhibits a phase transition in the model parameter β. For β sufficiently small, with high probability the network rapidly splits into two disconnected communities with opposing opinions, whereas for β large enough the dynamics runs for longer and the density of opinion changes significantly before the process stops. In the rewire-to-random model, we show that a positive fraction of both opinions survive with high probability.
Introduction
In recent years, a significant research effort in various fields, including biology, ecology, economics, sociolgy among others, has been concentrated on studying and modelling behaviour of large complex networks with many interacting agents. Different dynamics on large networks has been studied focussing on the structural impact of these dynamics on different models of networks. Some of the problems which received attention are consensus of opinion and polarisation, spread of epidemics, information cascades etc. (see [15, 3] ). In many real world networks the evolution of the links in the network depend upon the states of the connecting agents and vice versa. The general class of network models that model this dependence are called adaptive or coevolutionary networks (see [6, 18] ). As in the case of static networks, the problems of spread of information and epidemic, evolution of opinion and polarization into communities have been studied numerically and also using a variety of rigorous and partly non-rigorous methods ( [23, 24, 5, 11, 7] , see also [2, 21] and references therein for more background). The problems we consider in this paper belong to this general class.
The voter model has classically been studied in the probability literature as an interacting particle system mainly on lattices [8, 13] . More recently voter models have been studied in the context of general networks as a model for spread of opinion [19, 20] . In the classical voter model on a fixed graph, each vertex has one of the two prevalent opinions, neighbours interact at some fixed rate, and one of the neighbours adopts the opinion of the other after the interaction. A simplified model of coevolution of network and opinion was introduced and studied using non-rigorous methods by Holme and Newman [9] where they try to model the property that an agent is less likely to interact (remain connected with) another agent if there opinions do not match. Their model is similar to the classical voter model (but with number of opinions proportional to the size of the network) but with the added feature that, whenever there is an interaction between two vertices (agents) with different opinion, with probability α ∈ (0, 1), one of the vertices breaks the link and connects to a different vertex of the same opinion, i.e., the network connections evolve with time as well. Using finite size scaling, Holme and Newman conjectured a phase transition in α, where in the supercritical phase all the opinions will have small number of followers, but in the subcritical phase a giant community holding the same opinion will emerge. This model and its further extensions were investigated in [10, 22] .
Durrett et al. [2] , studied two variants of this model using numerical simulations and formulated some conjectures about the behaviour of the model. They use certain non-rigorous and numerical methods to formulate some conjectures about the asymptotic behaviour of the models on sparse random graphs as network size becomes large. They take the initial network to be a sparse Erdős-Rényi graph G with average degree > 1 and the two initial opinions distributed as product measure. In each step a uniformly chosen disagreeing edge is selected and a voter model step is performed with probability 1 − α and a rewiring step with probability α. They consider two variants of reconnecting edge (i) rewire-to-random where the edge is connected to a randomly chosen neighbour and (ii) rewire-to-same where the edge is connected to a random neighbour of the same opinion. Based on numerical evidence and heuristics Durrett et. al. conjecture in [2] that (1) Supercritical phase: In both variants, there exist α c (u) ∈ (0, 1) independent of initial density of 1's such that for α > α c , the process reaches an absorbing state in time O(n) and the final fraction ρ of minority opinion is ≈ u.
(2) Subcritical phase: In the rewire-to-random model, for α < α c (u), the time to absorption is order n 2 on average and at the absorption time, the density of the minority opinion ρ is bounded away from 0 and independent of u. In contrast, for the rewire-to-same model, ρ ≈ 0, so one of the opinions takes over almost the whole network at the time of absorption.
We establish analogous results in the dense case but without establishing a sharp transition. We also prove that both opinions survive in rewire-to-random model, however we cannot prove the contrasting result for the rewire-to-same model as is conjectured in [2] . Durrett et al. also formulates conjectures about finer behaviours of the evolving voter model along the path to absorption (see Conjecture 1 and Conjecture 2 in [2] ). Further extensions of these models with different social dynamics and multiple possible opinions were considered in [25, 16, 14, 17 ].
Main Results
In this paper, we study the dense version of the model from [2] where the initial graph is G(n, 1/2). It is easy to see that to obtain in non-trivial transition, we must renormalize the opinion update rate to 1 − α = β/n (this is due to the average degree being linear in n). Let τ denote the time to reach an absorbing state, i.e., τ is the first time when there are no disagreeing edges in the graph (for the rewire-to-same model absorbing states are slightly different, see § 1.2 below). For 1 2 > ε > 0, let τ * (ε) be the first time that the fraction of the minority opinion reaches ε, i.e., τ * (ε) = min{t : N * (t) ≤ εn}, where N * (t) is the number of vertices holding the minority opinion at time t. Now we state our main theorems. Theorem 1. Let 1 2 > ε ′ > 0 be given. For both variants of the model, there exist 0 < β 0 < β * (ε ′ ) < ∞ such that each of the following hold.
(i) For all β < β 0 and any η > 0, we have {τ < 10n 2 , N * (τ ) ≥ 1 2 − η} holds with high probability.
(ii) For all β > β * (ε ′ ), we have that τ * (ε ′ ) ≤ τ with high probability and The following theorem addresses the issue of fraction of minority opinion in the process at the absorption time for the rewire-to-random model. Theorem 2. Let β > 0 be fixed. For the rewire-to-random model there exists ε * = ε * (β) > 0 such that τ < τ * (ε * ) with high probability.
Formal Model Definitions
Now we describe formally the models we consider in this paper. Let n be a fixed positive integer. Let V be a fixed set with |V | = n. Let V (2) denote the set of all unordered pairs in V , we shall call elements of V (2) as bonds. Also let E be a fixed set. We consider discrete time Markov chains {G(t)} t≥0 taking values in
i.e., for each t, G(t) is a multi-graph on the vertex set V with labelled edges coming from the set E (each edge in E is placed at one of the bonds); each vertex has one of the two opinions 0 and 1. The following notations will be used throughout this paper. The opinion of a vertex v at time t shall be denoted by v(t). The vector of opinions of vertices in G(t) shall be denoted by V (t). We shall denote by N 0 (t) and N 1 (t) the number of 0s and 1s in V (t) respectively. Let N * (t) = min{N 0 (t), N 1 (t)}. For v ∈ V , let C v (t) denote the set of all vertices in V which have the same opinion as v in G(t). ByG(t) = (V, E(t)), we denote the underlying graph of G(t). Often, when there is no scope of confusion we shall use G(t) instead ofG(t) to denote the same. Notice that we are allowing multi-edges but not self loops, i.e., at a time t, a bond (u, v) ∈ V (2) may be connected by more than one edge, but there are no edges connecting v to itself. For an edge connecting the bond (u, v) in G(t) we shall call it disagreeing if u(t) = v(t) and agreeing otherwise.
Initial condition: To simplify matters we only consider the following initial condition. We takeG(0) is distributed as G(n, 1 2 ), i.e., each bond contains 0 edge with probability 
. Also denote the set of the labelled edges E = {e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e N }.
Transition Probabilities: We describe the one step evolution of the two variants of the Markov chains as follows.
Let G(t) be the state of the chain at time t. Let Z(t) = Ber( β n ) be independent of G(t). If Z(t) = 1 we obtain G(t + 1) from G(t) by taking a voter model step, and if Z(t) = 0 then we obtain G(t + 1) from G(t) by taking a rewiring step. We call β > 0 the relabelling rate, this is a parameter of the model. Let E × (t) ⊆ E denote the set of edges that are disagreeing in G(t). Choose one edge e from E × (t) uniformly at random. Let (u, v) be the bond which this edge connects in G(t). Choose one vertex randomly among u and v, say u. The vertex u as above will be called the root of a rewiring move.
The voter model step (relabelling step): If Z(t) = 1, then u adopts the opinion of v, i.e., G(t + 1) is obtained from G(t) by takingG(t + 1) =G (t), v ′ (t + 1) = v ′ (t) for all v ′ ∈ V \ {u} and u(t + 1) = v(t + 1).
The rewiring step: If Z(t) = 0, the two chains we consider evolve differently. Rewire-to-random model: In this model, we choose a vertex v ′ uniformly at random from V \ {u}. We obtain G(t + 1) from G(t) by taking V (t + 1) = V (t) and E(t + 1) is obtained from E(t) by removing the edge e from the bond (u, v) and adding it to the bond (u, v ′ ).
Rewire-to-same model: In this model, we choose a vertex v ′ uniformly at random from C u (t) \ {u}. We obtain G(t + 1) from G(t) by taking V (t + 1) = V (t) and E(t + 1) is obtained from E(t) by removing the edge e from the bond (u, v) and adding it to the bond (u, v ′ ).
We make the following basic observation characterising the absorbing states.
Observation 1.1. Notice that, on finite networks both the chains are absorbing. For the rewire-to-random model the only absorbing states are those which corresponds to the graph having no disagreeing edges, i.e., either one opinion has taken over all the vertices, or the graph is split into disconnected communities, where all the vertices in a community has the same opinion. For the rewire-to-same model the absorbing states are those that either have no disagreeing edges, or those in which one of the opinions are held by only one vertex.
Notice that the number of edges is conserved in each step of the chain, i.e., we have that |E(t)| = |E| for all t. Also observe that even though we have labelled edges, this fact does not affect the behaviour of the model at all. The edges are labelled, simply because it will be convenient while constructing a coupling of this chain with another process which we shall use.
One of the main questions we are interested in for both the models described above is the asymptotics of absorption time as a function of β as n → ∞, and whether it exhibits a phase transition in β or not. Notice that if β = 0, then we have only rewiring moves the absorption time is Θ(n 2 ), i.e., the graph splits immediately into two communities having different opinions. We investigate whether similar phenomenon occurs if β > 0 is sufficiently small. In the other extreme, if the rewiring moves are much rarer compared to the relabelling moves (i.e., β >> 1) one might expect the model to behave similarly as the voter model on a static graph, where the minority opinion density will become very small before reaching an absorbing state, and the absorption time will be at least Θ(n 3 ). This is established in Theorem 1. A related quantity of interest is the fraction of the minority opinion vertices when the process reaches an absorbing state. For β sufficiently large does the minority opinion persist with a positive fraction? Theorem 2 provide the answers for the rewire-torandom model.
Outline of the proof
We prove parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 separately. The arguments are similar for the rewire-to-random model and the rewire-to-same model. We provide details only for the rewire-to-random model while pointing out the differences for the rewire-to-same model. To prove part (i), we essentially show that before the density of either opinion changes, a rewiring move is likely to decrease the number of disagreeing edges. Using a martingale argument we show that, by time Θ(n 2 ) (by which time the opinion densities cannot change significantly), the number of disagreeing edges decay to 0.
Most of the work goes into proving part (ii) of Theorem 1. We show that for β = β(ε ′ ) sufficiently large, the graph G(t) remains close enough to an Erdős-Rényi graph, in a sense to be made precise, as long as the minority opinion density does not drop below ε ′ . To this end, we define a number of stopping times detecting when G(t) deviates too much from an Erdős-Rényi graph for the first time with respect to certain different properties, and roughly show that all those stopping times are with high probability at least as large as than τ * (ε ′ ). The properties we need to consider are vertex degrees, the Cheeger constant and edge-multiplicities.
Corresponding to each of the properties we consider, we define two stopping times, one with a stronger threshold and the other with a weaker threshold. We show that provided none of the weaker thresholds have been reached, the opinions quickly mix to an approximate product measure which guarantees that the properties of interest are sufficiently mean reverting for our purposes.
For the proof of Theorem 2, we show that for a fixed β, there exist sufficiently small but positive ε * , such that once the minority opinion reaches ε * , the typical vertices having minority opinions start losing disagreeing edges at a higher rate than it gains them, and eventually all the disagreeing edges are lost before the minority opinion density can change substantially.
Organisation of the paper: The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In § 2, we prove part (i) of Theorem 1 for the rewire-to-random model. Most of the work in this paper goes towards the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 1 for the rewire-to-random model, which spans § 3, § 4 and § 5. In § 3 we define all the stopping times that we need to use. In § 4 we show that, if by time t the graph does not reach any of the stronger stopping times, then the graph does not reach any of the weaker stopping times by time t + t ′ with high probability, where t ′ is of order n 2 . That the the graph is also unlikely to reach any of the strong stopping times by time t + t ′ as long as the minority opinion density does not become too small is shown in § 5. Together these complete the proof of Theorem 1, part (ii). Theorem 2 is proved in § 6. In § 7, we point out the significant adaptations to the argument that are necessary to prove Theorem 1 for the rewire-to-same model. We finish with the discussion of some open problems in § 8.
Fast polarization for small β
In this section we prove part (i) of Theorem 1 for the rewire-to-random model with relabelling rate β. First we make the following definitions. Let D max (t) denote the maximum degree of a vertex in G(t). The degree of a vertex is defined as the number of edges incident to it, and not the number of bonds containing edges. Also, let X t = |E × (t)|. Consider the following stopping times. Let τ 1 = min{t : D max (t) ≥ 8n} and let τ 2 = τ * (
We have the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. There exists β 0 > 0, such that for all β < β 0 , we have τ 0 ≤ 6n 2 with high probability.
Proof. Let F t denote the filtration generated by the process up to time t. Observe that whenever an edge is rewired, X t either remains the same or decreases by 1. Conditional on F t , the chance that X t is decreased by a rewiring move is at least N * (t)−1 n−1 . Also notice that a relabelling move, i.e., a voter model step can increase X t by at most D max (t). Hence we have for λ > 0,
Now for large n on the event that {t < τ 0 } we have
. Taking λ > 0 sufficiently small so that e 8λ ≤ 1 + 9λ and e
It follows from above that
Lemma 2.2. We have τ 1 > 6n 2 with high probability.
Proof. It is easy to see that the rewire-to-random dynamics can be implemented in the following way. Without loss of generality let V = [n]. And let W = {W i } i≥1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with each W i being uniformly distributed over {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let us define L 0 = 0, and we define L i recursively as follows. Let, v i be the root of the i-th rewiring move. Then we define
Then in the i-th rewiring move, we add an edge to the bond (v i , W L i ). The algorithm can be described as follows. For each rewiring move, start inspecting the list W from the first previously uninspected element upto the first time you find a vertex which is not equal to the root of the current rewiring.
Rewire the edge to this vertex. Clearly, in this way the chosen vertex is uniform among all vertices other than v i , and hence this is indeed an implementation of the rewire-to-random dynamics.
2 with exponentially high probability. Now for v ∈ V , let
Clearly, N (v) is distributed as Bin(
n ), and a Chernoff bound implies
Hence, noting that D max (0) ≤ n, we have using a union bound over all the vertices
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 2.3. There exists β 0 > 0, such that for all β < β 0 , we have τ 2 ≥ 6n 2 ∧ τ with high probability.
Proof. For t ≥ 1, it is easy to see that RL(t), the number of relabelling moves upto time t, is stochastically dominated by a Bin(6n 2 ,
where {Z i } i≥0 is a simple symmetric random walk on Z started from 0. Using a union bound it follows that
By choosing β 0 sufficiently small, the last term in the above inequality is 0 for all β < β 0 . Noticing that P[N * (0) < ] and using Hoeffding inequality to bound the first term and a Chernoff bound on the second term yields
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1(i).
Proof of Theorem 1(i)
. From Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 it follows that with high probability we have {τ 0 ≤ 6n 2 , τ 1 ∧ τ 2 ≥ 6n 2 ∧ τ }. It follows that, τ ≤ 6n 2 with high probability. The second part of the theorem follows from noting that using a random walk estimate as in Lemma 2.3, we see that for each η > 0, the probability that the density of the minority opinion drops below 1 2 − η, within 6n 2 steps tends to 0 as n → ∞. This completes the proof of the theorem.
3 High relabelling rate case: Stopping times 3.1 A time change: Rewire-to-random-* dynamics For the proof of Theorem 1(ii), we shall consider a time changed variant of rewire-to-random dynamics, which we call rewire-to-random-* model. This model is same as the rewire-torandom model, except that now at time (t + 1), instead of choosing a disagreeing edge at random, we choose an edge at random from G(t). If the edge is not disagreeing, then we do nothing. It is clear that rewite-to-random-* model is a slowed down version of rewireto-random model. It is also clear that if we prove Theorem 1(ii) for the rewire-to-random-* dynamics, then it will imply the same theorem for the rewire-to-random dynamics.
Assumption on the initial condition: For this section and the next two, we shall always assume that G(0) satisfies the following conditions.
(i) |E(0)|, the number of edges in G(0) is in [
Since both the events hold with probability 1 − o(1), this assumption does not affect any of our results. Now we move towards proving Theorem 1(ii). Let us fix ε ′ > ε > 0 for the rest of this paper. Let τ * = τ * (ε), i.e., τ * = min{t : min(N 0 (t), N 1 (t)) < εn}.
Parameters: Now we define the following stopping times. In the definition of these stopping times and the proofs that follow we use a number of parameters that need to satisfy the following relationships. For a fixed ε our parameters satisfy the following inequalities. ε 2 < ε 2 /1000, ε 3 < ε 2 2 /1000. ε 7 < ε 2 3 /1000. Fixing these parameters we choose C 2 = 2,
. We choose ε 14 < ε 2 /100. Fixing all these C 1 is chosen sufficiently large depending on δ and ε, here the exact functional dependence is not of interest to us. After fixing all these parameters, C is chosen sufficiently large depending on these. There are also many other parameters used in the proofs which are chosen either sufficiently small or large depending on other parameters, again where the functional dependence is not of importance to us. Finally β is taken sufficiently large depending on all the parameters used. Also we shall always take n sufficiently large depending on everything else.
• Stopping times for large Cuts: Let S and T be two disjoints subsets of V with S ∪ T = V . We denote by N ST (t) the number of edges in G(t) with one endpoint in S and another endpoint in T . Define N SS (t) similarly. Also let N (t) = N denote the total number of edges in G(t). Let
Also let
Now the two stopping times are defined as follows:
• The stronger stopping time: τ 2 = min{t : L(t) ≥ ε 2 3 }.
• The weaker stopping time:
• Stopping times for individual edge multiplicities: For u, v ∈ V , let M uv (t) denote the number of edges in the bond (u, v) in G(t). Let M (t) = max u =v M uv (t). Now the two stopping times are defined as follows:
• The stronger stopping time: τ 3 = min{t : M (t) ≥ ε 4 log n}.
• The weaker stopping time: τ ′ 3 = min{t : M (t) ≥ 2ε 4 log n}.
• Stopping times for balanced vertices: Let us call a vertex v ǫ-balanced if for all k, #{u ∈ V : M uv = k} ≤ ǫ10 −k n. We define the two stopping times as follows.
• The stronger stopping time:
• Stopping times for maximum and minimum degrees: Let D max (t) and D min (t) denote the maximum and minimum degree in G(t) respectively. The stopping times are defined as follows.
It is easy to see that for each i = 2, 3, 4, 5, we have τ ′ i ≤ τ i .
Finally we define
Part (ii) of Theorem 1 follows from the next theorem.
Theorem 3.1. There exist β * = β * (ε) such that for all β > β * , we have for the rewire-torandom-* model τ 0 ≥ τ * − n 2 w.h.p.
We shall prove Theorem 3.1 over the next two sections. Before that we show how this implies part (ii) of Theorem 1 for rewire-to-random-* model.
Proof of Theorem 1,(ii).
Notice that, it follows from a random walk estimate that τ * ≥ τ * (ε ′ ) + n 2 with high probability. On {τ 0 ≥ τ * (ε ′ )}, we have that τ * (ε ′ ) − 1 < τ 0 . And hence, in particular, τ * (ε ′ ) − 1 < τ 2 . Let S be the set of all vertices with the minority opinion at time τ * − 1. Since ε 2 < ε < ε ′ , we have that
. It then follows that τ ≥ τ * (ε ′ ) for the rewire-to-random-* dynamics. since the rewire-to-random-* dynamics is merely a time changed version of the rewire-to-random dynamics, the first statement in Theorem 1,(ii) follows. The second statement is an obvious consequence after observing that on {t < τ } the number of vertices of one opinion does a simple random walk which takes one step with roughly n β steps of the rewire-to-random dynamics.
Before starting with the proof of Theorem 3.1 we prove the following lemma which establishes the connection between the evolving voter model dynamics and our stopping times that we shall exploit extensively.
Lemma 3.2. Consider the following continuous time random walk on G(t).
Let each directed edge ring at rate β 2n . Whenever an edge rings a walker at the starting point of the edge moves along the edge. Let λ(G(t)) denote the spectral gap of this Markov chain. Then there exists ε 14 > 0, such that we have, on
Proof. Let h(G(t)) denote the Cheeger constant of the corresponding random walk. We have
and
It follows that
Now, using Cheeger inequality (Theorem 13.14 of [12] , see [4] for the variant used here) we get,
which completes the proof of the lemma.
Estimates for the weak stopping times
In this section we show that provided the process has not reached any of the stronger stopping times by time t, i.e., t < τ , then within a small number (δn 2 ) steps, the process is unlikely to reach any of the weaker stopping times, i.e., t + δn 2 < τ ′ 0 with high probability. The general idea is that by time δn 2 , there are not enough rewiring steps to change the graph substantially. We start with the following lemma which controls the fraction of minority opinion vertices in the time interval {t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + δn 2 }.
Proof. It follows from a Chernoff bound that the probability that there are more than 2δβn many relabelling steps in [t + 1, t + δn 2 ] is exponentially small in n. Note that the number of vertices of a certain opinion does a simple symmetric random walk in absorbed at 0 or n in the rewire-to-random dynamics. The lemma now follows from a random walk estimate by observing that rewire-to-random-* dynamics is slower than rewire-to-random dynamics.
The next lemma considers the weaker stopping times for the large cuts.
Proof. Clearly for all S, T that make a partition of V and any t ′ with t
It follows from definitions that if δ < ε 3 100 and 1000ε
The next lemma shows the weaker degree estimates continue to hold till time t + δn 2 with high probability if t < τ 0 .
Proof. Condition on F t . For any fixed vertex v, the number of times in [t + 1, t + δn 2 ] an edge is rewired to v is stochastically dominated by a Bin(δn 2 , 1 n−1 ) variable. By Chernoff's inequality and a union bound it follows that the probability that any vertex gets more than 2δn edges is exponentially small in n. It follows that with exponentially high probability
For the lower bound notice that the probability that a vertex v with degree at least εn/2 at time t becomes of degree less that εn/4 in time [t + 1, t + δn 2 ] is at most
The above probability is exponentially small in n by a Chernoff bound provided 6δ < 1. Taking a union bound over all the vertices completes the proof of the lemma.
Now we prove a similar statement for individual edge-multiplicities.
, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that with exponentially high probability
where D w (t ′ ) denotes the degree of the vertex w in G(t ′ ). Let A uv denote that event. Then, on A uv , the number of edges added to the bond (u, v) is stochastically dominated by
variables provided ε > 16ε 3 and n sufficiently large. By a Chernoff bound again, provided n is sufficiently large we get that
Taking a union bound over all bonds completes the proof of the lemma.
Finally we work out the estimates for number of multi-edges incident to a given vertex.
Proof. Condition on F t . As in the previous lemma we shall ignore without loss of generality the event with exponentially small probability that for some
denote the number of bonds containing v that gained at least (k − ℓ) edges during time
Clearly the third term in the above sum is bounded by Consider D urns all of which are empty to begin with. For i = {1, 2, . . . , δn 2 }, at the ith step with probability
we choose one of urns uniformly and put a ball in it. Let (Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y D ) denote the vector of the number of balls in the urns after δn 2 steps. Notice that since at each step in the voter model dynamics only one of the bonds (v, u i ) can gain an edge, and since for each of the bonds, the chance to gain an edge is at most 
where 
Since N (ℓ → k) Z i it follows using Chernoff's inequality yet again that
since k < 2ε 4 log n provided 2ε 4 log 10 < 4 log n], Lemma 4.4 and another union bound over all vertices v completes the proof of the lemma.
All the lemmas in this section together imply the following Theorem. Theorem 4.6. For the rewire-to-random-* model, we have
Estimates for Strong Stopping Times
Our goal in this section is to prove that if by time t the process does not reach any of the strong stopping times, then it is also unlikely that any of the strong stopping times will be hit by time t + δn 2 unless the minority opinion density drops below ǫ. We shall prove this by separate analysis of each of the stopping times. In the heart of the analysis, in each case, is some estimates on how the opinions of the vertices get mixed in a short (compared to δn 2 ) time, which we prove by constructing a coupling of a random walk on the graph G(t) with the evolving voter model dynamics.
The Coupling Construction
The dual relationship between the random walk and the voter model on a fixed graph H is well known. The distribution of the voter model X(t) started from X(0) can be constructed by running coalescing random walks for time t from each vertex and setting X u (t) to be the value of X(0) at the location of the walker started from u (c.f. §1.7, [3] ). We prove that an analogue of that result holds in our setup. We want to say that if t is small so that that graph has not changed sufficiently in the meantime, then the two distributions are not far apart. Now we formally describe the coupling.
An equivalent implementation of the rewire-to-random-* dynamics starting at time t + 1: Let us condition on F t . Let N = N (t) be the number of edges in G(t). Let the set of all labelled edges be {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e N }. For the purpose of this subsection we shall assume that these edges are directed, i.e., the edges have two identifiable ends e + i and e − i . When an edge is placed in a bond, we think of it as e + i being placed at one vertex of the bond and e − i being placed at the other. Suppose e i is placed in the bond (u, v) and e + i is placed at u and e − i placed at v. Then if a rewiring move rewires e with root u to the vertex w, then e − i is placed at w. Consider the two independent sequences RW = {RW i } i≥1 and RL = {RL i } i∈Z where each RL i are chosen independently and uniformly from the set E * = {e We construct the equivalent formulation of the process as follows. At time t + i, if Z i = 0, then choose the first uninspected element from RW, let that element be (e + j , v). If the edge e j is not disagreeing in G(t + i − 1) then do nothing. Otherwise, we try to rewire the edge e j to v, with the root as the vertex having e + j . If this rewiring is not legal, (i.e., e + j is already placed at v in G(t + i − 1)), then we choose the next element from RW and repeat the process. If Z i = 1, then we choose the first unused element from RL, let that element be e + j . If the edge e j is not disagreeing in G(t + i − 1) then do nothing. Otherwise, we change the opinion of the vertex containing e + j . Notice that RL is a bi-infinite sequence but we start inspecting the elements starting from RL 1 . It is clear from our construction that this indeed is an equivalent implementation of the rewire-to-random-* dynamics. Let us run this dynamics starting with G(t) upto Cn 2 β steps. Let σ and ω be the number of elements of RL and RW that gets inspected in the process. Notice that σ is independent of the sequences RL and RW.
Coupling with continuous time random walks: Now consider the following continuous time random walk on G(t). Each directed edge rings at rate β 2n . When a directed edge rings a walker at the starting point of the edge moves along the edge. Consider the process where we start with one walker at each vertex of some arbitrary subset W ⊆ V , and each walker independently performs the random walk described above. We consider the following coupling between this process and the evolving voter model process described above. To start with each of the random walks are of type A. Now choose
If there is any walker of type A at the starting point of that edge, then that walker takes a step along that edge. If any walker of type A takes a step to a vertex where there is already one or more walkers, then all the walkers become of type B. Type B walkers do a random walk having the same waiting time distributions but using independent randomness. It is clear that the random walks are independent. Also since σ is independent of RL, the random walks also have correct marginals. So this is indeed a coupling as we claimed.
T i . Let us make the following definitions. For v ∈ V , let
Definition 5.1. Consider the random walks described above. At time s, we call the walker starting at v 0 happy if the following conditions are satisfied.
1. It is of type A at time s.
2. None of the edges the walker has traversed have been rewired in the voter model process.
3. Let the path traversed by the walker be {v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k }, with the times of jump being 0 = T * 0 < T * 1 < T * 2 < . . . < T * k ≤ s. Then for each ℓ, and each e * ∈ E * (v ℓ ) there was no ring in e * in [T * ℓ , T * ℓ+1 ].
The following lemma records the most basic useful fact about this coupling construction.
Lemma 5.2. Consider the coupling described above. At time T , if a walker starting from v is happy, then the opinion of the position of that walker at time T is the same as the opinion of v in the rewire-to-random-* dynamics at time t + Cn 2 β .
Proof. This follows from the definition of the coupling.
Lemma 5.3. For the coupling described as above, let T = Cn 2 β i=1 T i . Then, for any κ 3 > 0, with exponentially high probability
Proof. The result follows from a large deviation estimate for sum of independent exponential variables.
Lemma 5.4. Consider the continuous time random walk on G(t) described above starting from an arbitrary vertex v. Let Y (t + t ′ ) denote the position of the walk at time t ′ . Also let U be a uniformly chosen vertex from V . Then for sufficiently large C, we have that on
Proof. We know from Lemma 3.2 that on {t < τ ′ 0 }, λ := λ(G(t)) ≥ βε 14 . Now let T 1 be the time of the first jump of the walker initially at v. Then we know by L 2 Contraction Lemma (Lemma 3.26, [1] )
Now we know that on {t < τ ′ 0 }, The lemma follows by taking C sufficiently large.
Now we need the following properties of the coupling described above.
Lemma 5.5. Let κ > 0 be fixed. Let v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v ε 13 n be given vertices in V . From each of the vertices we run independent discrete time simple random walks in G(t) upto 20C steps. Then, on {t < τ ′ 0 }, we have for ε 13 small enough, with exponentially high probability there exists at least (1 − κ)ε 13 n vertices among these such that the paths of random walks started from these vertices do not intersect.
Proof. Condition on {F t , t < τ ′ 0 }. For i = 1, 2, . . . , ε 13 n, and j = 1, 2, . . . , 4C, let Z ij denote the indicator of the event that the random walk started from i hits the set V * = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v ε 13 n } in step j. Let F i,j denote the filtration generated by the random walk paths of the walks started from v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v i−1 and the first (j − 1) steps of the random walk started from v i . Now notice that on {t < τ ′ 0 }, for any vertex v, the number of edges from v to V * in G(t) is at most j: k≥j 2C 1 10 −k ≤ε 13
for ε 13 sufficiently small. Since the degree of each vertex is at least εn 4 , it follows that
It follows from Azuma's inequality that
Hence
Now let B i denote the event that the random walk starting from v i intersects a random walk started from v j for some j < i at a point other than v i . Let Y i = 1 B i . Let G i denote the filtration generated by the paths of random walks started from v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v i . Let C i be the set of vertices visited by the first (i − 1) random walks except possibly v i . Clearly |C i | ≤ 25Cε 13 n. Arguing as before, the number of edges from any vertex v to C i is at most 625Cε 13 log( . Using Azuma's inequality as before we get
Now let D 1 be the set of vertices v i such that v i is hit by the random walk started from some v j , j = i. Clearly
Also let D 2 be the set of vertices v i such that the random walk started from v i intersects a random walk started from v j for some j < i. Clearly
It is also clear that for i, j ∈ V * \ (D 1 ∪ D 2 ), random walks started from v i and v j do not intersect. The lemma now follows from (7) and (9). Lemma 5.6. Let v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v ε 13 n be given vertices in V . From each of the vertices we run independent continuous time random walks in G(t) as described in the coupling upto time 10C β . Let Z 1 denote the number of walks that take more than 20C steps in this time. Then, P[Z 1 ≥ κε 13 n | F t , t < τ ′ 0 ] is exponentially small in n for C sufficiently large . Proof. Condition on {F t , t < τ ′ 0 }. Since the number of steps taken by each random walk is independent and are stochastically dominated by a Poi(5CC 2 ) variable, it follows from a large deviation estimate and C 2 ≤ 2, thar P(Z 1 > κε 13 n) is exponentially small in n by taking C sufficiently large.
Lemma 5.7. Assume the hypothesis of Lemma 5.6. Consider the coupling of the random walks with the evolving voter model as described above. Let Z 2 denote the number of walkers which traverse by time 10C β , some edge that is rewired during the voter model process. Then P(Z 2 ≥ 3κε 13 n | F t , t < τ ′ 0 ) ≤ e −γn for C sufficiently large, ε 13 = ε 13 (C) sufficiently small and β = β(C) sufficiently large, and for some γ > 0 that does not depend on β.
Proof. Condition on {F t , t < τ ′ 0 }. In the coupling construction, let ω be the number of entries in RW that were inspected. We consider the case ω ≤ 2Cn 2 β since the complement of this event has probability that is exponentially small in n 2 and can be ignored. Notice that RW is independent of RL and hence is also independent of the random walks. Let H denote the filtration generated by the random walk paths. Let D i denote the set of edges traversed by the random walk started at v i . Let D denote the event that there is J ⊆ [ε 13 n] with |J| ≥ (1 − 2κ)ε 13 n such that for all j 1 , j 2 ∈ J, D j 1 ∩ D j 2 = ∅ and |D j 1 | ≤ 20C. It follows from Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.5 that P(D c | F t , t < τ ′ 0 ) is exponentially small in n for C sufficiently large and ε 13 = ε 13 (C) sufficiently small. Now let us condition on H and D. Since RW is independent of H, for j ∈ J, we have
By a large deviation estimate, it follows that if β is sufficiently large so that β >
is exponentially small in n. This finishes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5.8. Assume the hypothesis of Lemma 5.6. Consider the coupling of the random walks with the evolving voter model as described above. Let Z 3 be the number of walks that take less than 20C steps up to time 10C β but violates condition 3 in Definition 5.1 at time T . Then P(Z 3 > κε 13 n) is exponentially small in n for β sufficiently large where the exponent does not depend on β.
Proof. Let us fix a function q(·) such that q(β) << β << q(β) log q(β) as β → ∞. Since the random walks are independent of RW, we condition on RW and the following event
By a Chernoff bound P(G) ≥ 1 − e −γn where γ does not depend on β. Conditional on G, for each i, the chance that the random walk started from v i violates condition 3 in Definition 5.1 before making 20C many jumps is at most
. Since the events are independent for different i conditional on G, the lemma follows for β sufficiently large.
Lemma 5.9. Let v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v ε 13 n be fixed vertices in V . Consider the coupling between the evolving voter model starting with G(t) at time t, with independent continuous time random walks on G(t) starting with one walker at each v i as described above. Let us denote the position of the random walk started at v i at time s by Y i (t + s). Let Π denote the event that there exists a time σ 0 ∈ {C/β + 1 n 3 , C/β + 2 n 3 , . . . , 3C/β} and J ⊆ [ε 13 n] with |J| ≥ (1 − 7κ)ε 13 n, such that for each i ∈ J, opinion of Y i (t + σ 0 ) in G(t) is same as v i (t + Cn 2 β ). Then for C sufficiently large, ε 13 = ε 13 (C) sufficiently small and β = β(C) sufficiently large, we have that P(Π | F t , t < τ ′ 0 ) ≥ 1 − e −γn/2 where γ > 0 does not depend on β.
Proof. In this proof the value of the constant γ may change from line to line but γ is always a positive constant independent of β. Condition on {F t , t < τ ′ 0 }. Let Z 2 denote the number of walkers at time 3C β of type B. Then it follows from Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.5 that P(Z 2 > κε 13 n) ≤ e −γn for some γ > 0 not depending on β. Let Q denote the event that there exists J ⊆ [ε 13 n] with |J| ≥ (1 − 5κ)ε 13 n such that for all j ∈ J, the opinion of Y j (t + T ) in G(t) is same as v j (t + Cn 2 β ). It now follows from Lemma 5.2, Lemma 5.7 and Lemma 5.8 that for appropriate choices of C, ε 13 and β, P(Q c , T < 3C β | F t , t < τ ′ 0 ) ≤ e −γn . Now let A denote the event there exist k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2n 3 C β } such that there are more than κε 13 n of the random walks take a step within time [
. By a union bound it follows that P (A | F t , t < τ ′ 0 ) ≤ e −γn . It follows now that,
The proof of the lemma is completed using Lemma 5.3.
Bound for Large Cuts
Let us fix S, T ⊆ V , such that S ∩ T = ∅ and S ∪ T = V with ε 2 n ≤ |S| ≤ |T |.
Proposition 5.10. For the rewire-to-random-* dynamics, let us condition on {F t , t < τ ′ 0 , N 1 (t) = pn}. For t ′ > t, let X ST (t ′ ) denote the number of disagreeing edges at time t ′ . Then there exists a constant C sufficiently large, and β = β(C) sufficiently large such that,
for some γ > 0 that does not depend on β.
We shall need the following lemma in order to prove Proposition 5.10.
Lemma 5.11. Let E S,T (t) denote the set of edges that have one endpoint in S and another endpoint T at time t. On {t < τ ′ 0 }, we have |E ST (t)| ≥ ε 2 n 2 5 provided 1000ε 3 < ε 2 . Let κ > 0 be fixed. Let e 1 , e 2 , . . . e ε 12 n be uniformly chosen edges from E ST (t). For ε 12 sufficiently small, with exponentially high probability there exists at least (1 − κ)ε 12 n many edges among the sample that are vertex disjoint at time t.
Proof. For i = 1, 2, . . . , ε 12 n, let A i denote the event that e i is not vertex disjoint with e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e i−1 . Let Z i = 1 A i . Let F i−1 denote the filtration generated by e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e i−1 . Then it is clear from the assumption on the graph that
Also notice that |Z i − E(Z i | F i−1 )| ≤ 1 and hence Azuma's inequality yields
By choosing ε 12 sufficiently small such that
Proof of Proposition 5.10. Let us condition on {F t , t < τ ′ 0 , N 1 (t) = pn}. Let N ST (t) be the number of edges in G(t) with one endpoint in S and another endpoint in T . Let {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e N ST (t) } denote the set of those edges. Let X i be the indicator that endpoints of e i in G(t) are disagreeing in G(t + Cn 2 β ). Since in Cn 2 /β steps, at most Cn 2 /β edges can be rewired it follows that for β sufficiently large, it suffices to prove that
Let J be a set of size ε 12 n where each element is an independent uniform sample from [N ST (t)]. Clearly by Hoeffding's inequality,
So it suffices for us to prove that with probability at least 1 − e −2γn ,
Choose ε 12 sufficiently small, and set ε 13 = 2ε 12 (1 − κ) so that the conclusions of Lemma 5.11 and Lemma 5.9 are satisfied. Let H 1 denote the event that there is a subset J * ⊆ J with |J * | = (1 − κ)ε 12 n such that endpoints of e j are disjoint for all j ∈ J * . It follows from Lemma 5.11 that P(H | F t , t < τ ′ 0 ) ≥ 1 − e −100γn . Condition on H 1 and J * . Let v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v ε 13 n be endpoints of edges of J * . By choosing 100κ < εε 7 it follows that it suffices to prove
(12) Consider the coupling described in § 5.1. Fix j ∈ J * , let v j 1 and v j 2 be endpoints of e j in G(t). Forσ ∈ Σ = {C/β + 1 n 3 , C/β + 2 n 3 , . . . , 3C/β} let U j,σ denote the indicator that the position of the coupled random walks started from v j 1 and v j 2 at timeσ have different opinions in G(t). Clearly, for a fixedσ, for all j ∈ J * , U j,σ are conditionally independent. Also, it follows from Lemma 5.
A standard Hoeffding bound now shows that conditional on G = {F t , t < τ ′ 0 , N 1 (t) = pn, H 1 , J * }, with probability at least 1 − e −20γn ,
By taking a union bound over all possible values ofσ, it follows that that above holds for allσ in Σ with conditional probability at least 1 − e −15γn . By observing that by Lemma 5.9, we have, conditional on G there existsσ ∈ Σ 2 ε 13 n j∈J * |U j,σ − X j | ≤ 12κ ≤ ε 7 /32 with probability at least 1 − e −15γn . This and the previous observation implies (12) and the proof of the proposition is complete.
The following proposition follows along the same lines as Proposition 5.10 and we shall omit the proof.
Proposition 5.12. Fix S ⊆ V with |S| ≥ ε 2 n. For the rewire-to-random-* dynamics, let us condition on {F t , t < τ ′ 0 , N 1 (t) = pn}. For t ′ > t, let X SS (t ′ ) denote the number of disagreeing edges at time t ′ . Then there exists a constant C sufficiently large, and β = β(C) sufficiently large such that,
Condition on {F t , t < τ 0 , N 1 (t) = pn}. Let D * (t ′ ) denote the event that N 1 (t ′′ ) ∈ ((p − ε 7 )n, (p + ε 7 )n) for all t ′′ ∈ [t + 1, t ′ ]. Fix S and T as in Proposition 5.10. For t ′ ∈ [t + 1, t + δn 2 ], let us define events A t ′ ST , A t ′ SS and A t ′ T,T as follows.
Finally, let us define
Lemma 5.13. Let G denote the conditioning G = {F t , t < τ 0 , N 1 (t) = pn}. Then we have
where h(β) can be made arbitrarily large by taking β sufficiently large.
Proof. For i = 1, 2, . . . , β , and for k = 1, 2, . . .
β . Let
From Proposition 5.10 and Proposition 5.12 it follows that for a fixed i,
. Using a Chernoff bound it follows that
Taking a union bound over all i and choosing β sufficiently large so that
Taking β sufficiently large completes the proof of the lemma.
Proposition 5.14. Let G denote the conditioning G = {F t , t < τ 0 , N 1 (t) = pn}. Let S, T be as above. Then we have,
Proof. For s ∈ [t, t + δn 2 − 1], let F s denote the filtration generated by the process up to time s. Conditioned on F s the transition rule for the evolution of (N SS (s), N T T (s)) is given by the following.
otherwise.
For this proof, let us write ∆ = 2p(1 − p)(1 − β n ) and ε 8 = ε 7 /2p(1 − p). For n sufficiently large and on Z s = 0, we have
it follows that on {Z s = 0}, we have
It follows that on {Z s = 0},
Hence, we have
In particular, on {Z s = 0} ∩ {K ST (s) ≥ ε 2 3 /2}, we have
It follows from Lemma 5.13 that
where h(β) can be made arbitrarily large by choosing β sufficiently large. Now an application of Azuma-Hoeffding inequality gives
).
(15) It follows that if ε 15 is chosen sufficiently small so that εε 2 3 > 64ε 15 
1−ε 15
, then we have,
Observe that by choosing δ sufficiently small (16δ < ε 2 3 ), it follows that on C, K ST (t + δn 2 ) < ε 2 3 . Hence
. This completes the proof of the proposition. Now we are ready to prove the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 5.15. We have for all t ≥ δn 2 ,
Proof. LetD(t + δn 2 ) be defined as follows.
By taking a union bound over all cuts S, T such that ε 2 n ≤ |S| ≤ |T | and using Proposition 5.14 we get that
by taking β sufficiently large. It follows by a random walk estimate that P[D(t + δn 2 ) | F t , t < τ 0 ] is exponentially close to 1 and hence we have,
. Now as {t < τ } ⊆ {t − s < τ } and {t + δn 2 < τ * } ⊆ {t + δn 2 − s < τ * } for each s ≥ 0, by taking a union over s ∈ [0, δn 2 − 1] we get that
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Edge Multiplicity
In this subsection we consider the strong stopping time associated with edge multiplicities, i.e., τ 3 . We need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.16. Let u, v be two fixed vertices in V . Let X uv (t ′ ) be the indicator that u and v are disagreeing in G(t ′ ). Then we have, E(X uv (t +
To prove this consider the coupling of the evolving voter model with independent continuous time random walk started from u and v as described in § 5.1. Notice that the chance that the random walks intersect upto time 3C β is o(1) as n → ∞. Also notice that the chance that either of the walk traverses any edge that was rewired can be made less than ε 100 by choosing β sufficiently large. Let Y uv denote the indicator that the positions of the random walks started from u and v after time T are disagreeing in G(t). Clearly P (X uv (t + Lemma 5.17. Let u, v ∈ V be two vertices in V . Fix t > ε 16 n 2 log n. For ε 16 n 2 log n < t ′ < t, let A t ′ denote the event that there exists T ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t − t ′ } such that
Then we have
where r(β) can be made arbitrarily large by taking β sufficiently large.
Proof. Fix ε 16 n 2 log n < t ′ < t∧n 4 and T ∈ {1, 2, . . . t−t ′ }. For t ′′ ∈ {T , T +1, . . . , T +t ′ } it follows from Lemma 5.16 that on {t ′′ < τ ′ 0 }, P[u(t ′′ + Cn 2 /β) = v(t ′′ + Cn 2 /β) | F t ′′ ] ≥ ε/2 for β sufficiently large. It follows using a Chernoff's bound that for each i = 1, 2, . . . , Cn 2 /β,
For all t ′ > ε 16 n 2 log n, we have the right hand side of the above inequality is at most ( 1 n ) βε 16 ε/12C and it follows by taking a union bound over all i ∈ [Cn 2 /β] and all T ∈ {1, 2, .
where r ′ (β) can be made sufficiently large by choosing β to be sufficiently large. The lemma now follows by taking union bound over ε 16 n 2 log n < t ′ < t ∧ n 4 . Now we define the following family of random walks which we couple with the rewire-torandom-* dynamics as follows, X s (·) indexed by s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t} with each starting from K > 0 (i.e., X s (0) = K ∀s) with transition probabilities as described below.
The following lemma is immediate by comparing one step transition probabilities of M uv (t) and X s (t − s).
and X * (t) = max s,h:s+h≤t X s (t). Then we have, on {t < τ ′ 0 }, M * uv (t) X * (t) where denotes stochastic domination.
From the previous lemma, we deduce the following.
n 10 . Proof. By Lemma 5.18 it suffices to prove the inequality in the statement with M * uv (t) replaced by X * (t). Let C denote the following event.
Then we have that for all t − s > t ′ > ε 16 n 2 log n,
Fix λ large enough such that λε 4 > 20. Choosing K sufficiently large depending on λ and ε, it follows that
and hence
By Markov's inequality it follows that
For t ′ < ε 16 n 2 log n, X s (t ′ ) − K is stochastically dominated by a Bin(ε 16 n 2 log n,
n 2 ) variable. Using a Chernoff bound in this case, we get for n sufficiently large
by choosing ε 16 sufficiently small such that ε 4 log(ε 4 /9C 2 ε 16 ) > 38. By taking a union bound over all s, t ′ it follows that
The result now follows from Lemma 5.17.
Proof. The theorem follows from using Lemma 5.19, taking a union bound over all (u, v) ∈ V (2) .
Degree Estimate
In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.21. We have for all t ≥ δn 2 , P[t + δn 2 ≥ τ 5 , t + δn 2 < τ * , t < τ ] ≤ 1 n 14 .
We start with the following lemma.
Lemma 5.22. Let κ 2 > 0 be fixed. Let us condition on {F t 1 , t 1 < τ ′ , N * (t) = pn}. Let v be a fixed vertex in V . Let X v (t ′ ) denote the number of disagreeing edges incident to v at time t ′ . Then for sufficiently large C and sufficiently large β = β(C), at time
Proof. The proof of this lemma goes along the same lines as that of Proposition 5.10. We shall therefore only give the sketch of the steps. Let the edges incident to v at time t 1 be {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e Dv (t 1 ) }. Let Y i denote the indicator that the endpoints of e i are disagreeing in G(t 2 ). It follows by taking β sufficiently large that it suffices to prove that
with exponentially high probability. To this end, we choose a subset of these edges of size ε 12 n. Condition on a subset J of these edges of size at least ε 13 n = (1 − κ 2 100 )ε 12 n which correspond to distinct bonds in V (2) . Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 5.10, we see that it suffices to show that, conditionally,
with exponentially high probability. Consider the coupling described in § 5.1 of the rewire-to-random-* dynamics started with G(t 1 ) with independent random walks started from v j where e j is placed in the bond (v, v j ) is G(t 1 ). Let for j ∈ J andσ > C β , U 0 j,σ and U 1 j,σ denote the indicators that the position of the random walk started from v j has the opinion 0 and opinion 1 respectively at timẽ σ. It follows by taking C sufficiently large that E(U 0 j,σ ), E(U 1 j,σ ) ∈ (p(1 − κ 2 /100), 1 − p(1 − κ 2 /100)). Now the proof is completed arguing as in the proof of Proposition 5.10.
Lemma 5.23. With the notation as in Lemma 5.22, let A t denote the event that for some
. Then we have,
Proof. This follows from a union bound and the previous lemma.
, the number of disagreeing edge at time t, Z(t ′ ) ≥ (p(1 − p) − ε/8)n 2 . Also notice that on A t , the number of disagreeing edges incident to v is at time
Now take λ so small such that e λ − 1 ≤ (1 + ε/100)λ and e −λ − 1 ≤ −(1 − ε/100)λ. Then we have
where 0 < λ * < λ(1 − ε   10N ) and since p > ε implies that on H t we have
. It follows that there exist λ 0 bounded away from λ such that
i.e., E(e λX t+δn 2 1 Ht | F t , t < τ 0 ) ≤ e λ 0 εn/4 . By Markov's inequality it now follows that
It follows from Lemma 5.23 and another random walk estimate that P(H c t , t + δn 2 < τ ′ 0 ) is exponentially small in n, which completes the proof of one side of the bound in this lemma.
The other side of the bound can be proved similarly by starting with λ negative and X(t) = D v (t) − 3ε/4. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 5.21. This theorem follows from Lemma 5.24 by taking a union bound over all vertices v, and all times t ′ ∈ [t − δn 2 , t] as in the proof of Theorem 5.15, and using Theorem 4.6.
Multiple-Edge Estimates
Theorem 5.25. We have for all t ≥ δn 2 , P[t + δn 2 ≥ τ 4 , t + δn 2 < τ * , t < τ ] ≤ 1 n 4 .
The above theorem follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 5.26. Condition on {F t , t < τ 0 }. Let v be a vertex in V . Let X v,k (t) denote the number of vertices u ∈ G such that M uv (t) = k. Then for each 1 ≤ k ≤ 2ε 4 log n, we have
The proof of the above lemma depends upon the next two lemmas.
Lemma 5.27. Fix v and k as in the above lemma. Let Y k,r denote the number of r-edges that became k edges in time
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.5 and we give only a sketch. Condition on {F t , t < τ 0 }. Let u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u D be the vertices in V such that {M vu i (t) = r}. Now without loss of generality we assume D = C10 −r n. Let T i be the number of times a rewired edges rewires along vu i . It is clear that on {t + δn 2 < τ ′ 0 }, T i is stochastically dominated by a Bin(δn 2 , 10C 2 n 2 ). Let Z i denote the indicator that T i ≥ (k − r). Using a joint stochastic domination argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.5 it is easy to show that upto terms much smaller than n −100 ,
n 2 ) ≥ ℓ) ≤ 40 −ℓ . Now using another Chernoff bound gives us that on {t + δn 2 
Lemma 5.28. Let L 0 be chosen as in Lemma 5.27 and k >
. . , u D be the vertices in G such that {M vu i (t) = r}. Let R i be the number of edges lost by vu i in time
For the proof of this lemma we shall consider the continuous time rewire-to-random-* dynamics. We need the following proposition.
Proposition 5.29. Let us condition on {F t , t < τ 0 }. Let v be a fixed vertex in V . Let u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u D be the vertices in v such that we have M vu i (t) = r, where 1 < r < 2ε 4 log n. Set G(t) = H(0) and Run the following continuous time rewire-to-random-* process H(·) from time 0 to δ/2. Each directed edge rings at rate 1. If the endpoints of the edge are agreeing in the current graph, no change occurs. If they are diasgreeing then we do a voter model step with probability β n and a rewire-to-random step with probability (1 − β n ). Let Z i be the indicator that (v, u i ) is disagreeing for less that εδ 200 time in H(·). Then we have P (
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume D = C 1 10 −r n >> √ n. Let us choose a random subset D * ⊆ 1, 2, . . . , D with |D * | = √ n. It therefore suffices to prove that P( i∈D . Then we have,
Proof. For k = 0, 2, . . . , 
. Let us fix k. Now choose θ sufficiently small so that the chance that the random walk takes a step in time θ/β is at most 
Taking a union bound over 2 δβ/4C possible realisations of the sequence χ k,j v (for a fixed k), we get that,
for some constant γ ′ and c > 0. Now taking a union bound over k we get,
, and the proof of the lemma is completed by taking β sufficiently large. 
β . It follows that,
The proof of the lemma is completed by taking β sufficiently large. 
Proof. Without loss of generality assume D = C 1 10 −r n >> √ n. In the continuous time model, the rate at which a bond with k-disagreeing edges lose an edge is k, and the rings of the different edges are independent. Let S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S D be the number of edges lost by the bonds vu 1 , vu 2 , . . . vu D respectively. Let S ′ i be independent Poi(1000L 0 ) variables. It follows from Proposition 5.29 that there exist a coupling such that,
for some constant c > 0. Also notice that
n . The lemma follows.
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 5.28.
Proof of Lemma 5.28. The proof follows from the obvious coupling of the continuous time rewire-to-random-* dynamics with the discrete time rewire-to-random-* dynamics and observing that with exponentially high probability, the number of step taken in the discrete time process upto time δ 2 in the continuous time process is less that δn 2 .
We now complete the proof of Lemma 5.26.
Proof of Lemma 5.26. Choose C 1 large enough such that the condition is satisfied for all k < 10 6 L 0 εδ by the degree estimate. Now notice that
On {t < τ 0 } the first sum is
. By Lemma 5.27 we have that
Also using Lemma 5.27 and Lemma 5.28 it follows that
Putting together all these gives us the statement of the lemma.
Proof of Theroem 5.25. For each fixed v, taking a union bound over all k, and then taking a union bound over all v, and then taking a union bound over times in [t − δn 2 , t] yields the theorem from Lemma 5.26.
Completing the proof of Theorem 3.1
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3. 
This completes the proof.
6 Rewire-to-random Eventually Splits
In this section we prove Theorem 2. For this section we shall consider running the rewireto-random model with a different initial condition. For 0 < p < 1, let G * (p) be the subset of the state space of our markov chain, i.e., let G * (p) is a set of multi-graphs of n vertices with labelled edges where each vertex has either of the two opinions 0 and 1, such that N 1 (G) = pn and the number of edges in G is in [
. Theorem 2 will follow from the the next theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Let β > 0 be fixed. Consider running the rewire-to-random model with relabelling rate β starting with the state G(0). Consider the stopping times τ = min{t : E × (t) = ∅} and τ * = τ * (p/2) = min{t : N * (t) ≤ pn 2 }. Then there exists p = p(β) sufficiently small such that for all G(0) ∈ G * (p), we have τ < τ * with high probability.
Before starting with the proof of Theorem 6.1 we make the following definitions. Let us fix G(0) ∈ G * (p). Let S be the set of vertices in G(0) with degree at most 10n and let T be the set of vertices with degree more than 10n. Clearly |S| ≥ 24n 25 . Let us run the process till 10n 2 steps.
Let W SS denotes the total number of rewirings of edges with both endpoints in S. W ST and W T T are defined similarly. Let Y SS denote the number of edges with both endpoints in S at the end of the process (i.e., after running 10n 2 steps). Y ST , Y T T are defined similarly.
We next describe an equivalent way of constructing the rewire-to-random dynamics.
An Equivalent Construction of the Dynamics
Let {X i } and {X ′ i } be two sequences of i.i.d. Geom( We now describe how to run the process starting with G(0) using only the randomness in the above sequences and the randomness used to choose a disagreeing edge uniformly at each step. Having chosen a disagreeing edge the variables Z i will be used to designate one of the endpoints of the edge uniformly as the root of the current (relabelling or rewiring) update. Also for each vertex v in V we shall define a sequence K i (v). To start with, list the vertices in V in some order, say {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n }. Define K 0 (v j ) = X ′ j for all j. This encodes the number of updates at the vertex v j (i.e., the number of moves with v j being the root) before it changes its opinion for the first time which clearly has a Geom( β n ) distribution. Roughly speaking, for each vertex v the sequence {K i (v)} will be a counter which shall denote how many more rewiring updates one needs to make at v before the next relabelling update. Once the counter runs to 0, the next update at that vertex is a relabelling one, and a new value from either the sequence {X i } or the sequence {X ′ i } will be assigned to the counter. We describe the process formally below.
We shall define the sequences L i , L ′ i , T i recursively, these will be indices of different elements chosen from {X i }, {X ′ i } and {W i } respectively. Let L 0 = T 0 = 0 and L ′ 0 = n. At step i, pick a disagreeing edge e uniformly at random, if such an edge exists. If Z i = 1, then choose the vertex with opinion 1 to be the root of the rewiring or relabelling step, if Z i = 0, choose the other one. Let v be the chosen vertex. If v is in S and the opinion of v is 0, do the following. Set
that is T i is the index of the first hitherto uninspected element in {W j } which allows a legal rewiring move. Rewire the edge to W k and reduce K i (v) by 1, and set
If v is not in S, or the opinion of v is 1, then do the same as in the previous case except use elements from the sequence X ′ and L ′ in stead of the elements from sequence X and L, and change the values in the sequence L ′ instead of the sequence L.
It is easy to see that this is indeed an implementation of the rewire-to-random dynamics. We need the following lemmas. The first follows immediately from the fact that the number of vertices with opinion 1 does a random walk.
Lemma 6.2. For a fixed p > 0 and G(0) ∈ G * (p), the number of vertices of opinion 1 remains between pn/2 and 3pn/2 throughout the first 10n 2 steps w.h.p..
We call an element of the sequence X stubborn if it is at least 25n.
denote the number of stubborn elements X which are used in first 10n 2 steps. Then with high probability, N 1 (10n 2 ) ≥ Y , i.e., the number of vertices with label 1 after 10n 2 steps is at least the number of used stubborn elements of the sequence X.
Proof. Let S denote the following event.
S = ∀v ∈ G : #{i ≤ T 10n 2 : W i = v} ≤ 14n .
We show that on S, the vertices in S that each stubborn element gets assigned to (i.e., those v such that X ℓ = K i (v) for some i and some stubborn X ℓ ) are distinct and each of them has label 1 after 10n 2 steps. Consider a specific stubborn element, suppose it was used and assigned to the vertex v. By definition, at that point the opinion of v was 1. Now by definition of stubbornness, before it changes its opinion again, v needs to be the root of at least 25n rewiring moves. Notice now that the number of rewirings rooted at v is at most the sum of the initial degree of v (which is at most 10n since v ∈ S) and the number of rewirings to v (which is at most 14n on S). Hence the vertex v never changes its opinion again and in particular is never associated with any other stubborn element. Hence corresponding to each used stubborn element, there are distinct vertices in V which have opinion 1 after 10n 2 steps.
It remains to show that S occurs with high probability. First notice that using an argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 2.2, it follows that P(T 10n 2 > 11n 2 ) is exponentially small in n. Also, we note that for each v ∈ V , the chance that v occurs more than 14n times in the first 11n 2 elements of the list W is exponentially small in n using a Chernoff bound. Taking a union bound over all the vertices completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let RL SS denote the number of times a relabelling occurs when an edge with both endpoints in S was chosen. Then, for p sufficiently small, RL SS ≤ βn 20 w.h.p..
Proof. Let RL
+ SS denote the number of times we have a relabelling changing an opinion to 1 after an edge with both endpoints in S was chosen. Notice that each time we choose an edge with both endpoints in S, and do a relabelling update changing an opinion from 0 to 1, and element from the sequence X gets used. Hence it follows from Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 it follows that w.h.p.
Since each X j is a Geom( β n ) variable it follows that P(X j ≥ 25n) = (1 − β n ) 25n ≥ e −50β . Since X j 's are i.i.d., it follows that for p sufficiently small (depending on β), within first βn 50 elements of X, there are more than 3pn 2 stubborn elements with high probability. It follows that with high probability RL + SS ≤ βn 50 . Now notice that each time a relabelling occurs when an edge with both endpoints in S is chosen, with probability The lemma now follows from Lemma 6.4.
Lemma 6.6. Let R ST be the number of times a disagreeing edge is picked with one endpoint in S and another in T . For p sufficiently small R ST ≤ 3n 2 w.h.p..
Proof. Let W ST denote the number of rewiring moves where a disagreeing edge with one endpoint in S and another endpoint in T is rewired. Each time an edge with one endpoint in S and the other in T is rewired, with probability 1 2 it is rewired with the root at the vertex in S and independent of that with probability at least |S|−1 n−1 the edge is rewired to a vertex in S. That is, after rewiring an edge with one endpoint in S and another in T , the chance that it becomes an edge with both endpoints in S is at least 2 ) is exponentially small in n 2 and hence for p sufficiently small R ST ≤ 3n 2 w.h.p.. Lemma 6.7. Let R T T be the number of times a disagreeing edge is picked with both endpoints in T . For p sufficiently small R T T ≤ 6n 2 w.h.p..
Large β Case:
The proof in the large β case also follows along the similar lines. Instead of the rewire-tosame dynamics, we consider the rewire-to-same-* dynamics, where instead of a disagreeing edge, at each step we pick an edge at random, and do not do anything if the edge happens to be agreeing. Most of necessary changes occur while bounding the number of incoming edges to a vertex in time [t, t + δn 2 ]. But on τ < τ * (ε), one can bound the number of incoming edges to a vertex v in that time by a Bin(δn 2 , 1 εn ) variable. The only other place where a somewhat significant modification is necessary is in the bound for large cuts. Instead of Proposition 5.10 and Proposition 5.12, one needs to show that for any given cut S and T , with |S| ∧ |T | ≥ ε 2 n, the number of edges with one endpoint in S and another endpoint in T , such that the S end point has opinion 0 and the T endpoint has opinion 1, is roughly about p(1 − p) fraction of the total number of edges with exponentially high probability, and similar bounds on other similar quantities. It can be checked that all these can be obtained following a similar line of arguments as in the proof of Proposition 5.10. We omit the details. The rest of the bounds can then be obtained by suitably modifying the martingale calculations in Proposition 5.14. The whole proof can then be carried out with some minor changes of constants.
Open Questions
While we establish some rigorous results for the evolving voter model on dense random graphs, the picture is far from clear. We conclude with the following natural questions, that are still open.
• What happens eventually in the rewire-to-same model? Notice that we do not have any result analogous to Theorem 2 in the rewire-to-same model. It is a natural question to ask whether in the rewire-to-same model, is there a positive fraction of both opinions present when the process reaches an absorbing state? As we have mentioned before in [2] it was conjectured that, for the sparse graphs (with constant average degree), in the rewire-to-same model, one of the opinions take over almost the whole graph, but it is not known rigorously.
• Is there a sharp transition in β? Another natural question to ask is if there is any value β 0 such that for β < β 0 we have behaviour as in Theorem 1(i) and for β > β 0 , we have behaviour as in Theorem 1(ii)?
• What can we say about sparser graphs? We can prove by an argument similar to proof of Theorem 2. for sparser graph (i.e., G(0) ∼ G(n, λ n )) that there exists β 0 > 0, such that for all β < β 0 , with high probability the process stops before the density of the opinions change. But the other side of the phase transition seems harder to prove. The main difficulty seems to be the presence of a few vertices of very high degree. It is another interesting question to investigate whether one could prove results about evolving voter models starting with not too sparse graphs, e.g. G(0) ∼ G(n, n 1−α ) for some 0 < α < 1?
